SPN: Welcome to the End
The Simplified Supernatural Timeline Part 1 (Seasons 1-5) | Cinematica
https://youtu.be/kBMHqdpvtvU
The Simplified Supernatural Timeline Part 2 (Seasons 6-14) | Cinematica
https://youtu.be/0JSx3eXjDOA
Characters still alive going into S15:
Sam
Dean
Castiel
Rowena
Jody
Donna
Garth
Claire
Alex

Patience
Becky
Lisa and Ben Braeden
ApocaBobby
ApocaCharlie
Donatello
Chuck
Billie

Characters dead/absent as of 15.01, but (as it turns out) not off the chess board:
Jack
Amara
Adam
Michael
Kevin

Eileen
Lilith
Benny

Long shots:
John (in a flashback?)
Mary (super-powered Jack or Billie could bring her back)
Crowley (unlikely according to Mark Sheppard)
Lucifer
Gabriel
Jessica
Meg
Who am I forgetting (from first list)? Who else do we think is potentially going to come back?
What about Ruby? Is she in Hell or really, truly, dead, dead? What about Azazel? Cain?
Who would we love to see one more time, even if we doubt it’s going to happen?

15.01 Back and to the Future
As Sam, Dean, and Castiel battle the damned souls Chuck released from Hell and try to protect a local
town, they meet a strange new ally.
15.02 Raising Hell
Allies, including a long-dead friend, help Castiel and the Winchesters with the Hell ghosts. Meanwhile,
Chuck turns to Amara for support.
15.03 The Rupture
With Hell ghosts about to break through the containment spell and invade the world, Rowena proposes a
spell that will require a trip to Hell to execute.
15.04 Atomic Monsters
Sam and Dean hunt a monster that's targeting cheerleaders. Meanwhile, Chuck turns to an old friend for
comfort.
15.05 Proverbs 17:3
Sam and Dean investigate a series of werewolf killings, and are surprised to encounter an old enemy they
thought was dead.
15.06 Golden Time
Sam tries to help the ghost of Eileen Leahy find peace, while Dean has an existential crisis. Castiel gets
drawn into investigating a series of unnatural deaths in Wyoming.
15.07 Last Call
While working a case to clear his head, Dean runs across an old hunter friend. Castiel returns to the
Bunker with a way to possibly track down Chuck, which leads to dire consequences for Sam.
15.08 Our Father, Who Aren't in Heaven
A journey to Hell brings the Winchesters and Castiel face to face with the new leadership, and they learn
that Michael has escaped the Cage.
15.09 The Trap
Chuck attempts to sever his connection to Sam. Meanwhile, Dean and Castiel journey to Purgatory to find
the final ingredient needed to trap God.
15.10 The Heroes' Journey
While trying to help Garth, Sam and Dean realize that Chuck has "downgraded" them, making the normal
mundane things in their lives more difficult.
15.11 The Gamblers
As Sam and Dean attempt to restore their luck, Castiel investigates a series of angel murders committed
by a resurrected Jack.
Remaining episodes (9 left!):
15.12 Galaxy Brain
15.13 Destiny's Child
15.15 Gimme Shelter

Given that this is the last season of the show, and once it’s over these characters will be in our
hands, I kind of wanted to keep the discussion focused on the show itself for today. But if you do
want to talk about ships, stories, minor characters, etc. you’re welcome to, even if they aren’t
your favorite thing. Let’s just respect everyone’s character and shipping preferences, and we’ll
be good.
How many people have been watching from the beginning?
What season did you start watching in?
What drew you into the show?
How did you react when you found out season 15 would be the last season?
What were your feelings at the end of season 14?
What did you hope for going into season 15?
What were you worried about, if anything?
From the list, who are we worried about surviving the end of the show? (Mark these on the list)
Why did Sam shoot Chuck in the shoulder, and not in the heart?
Given that Chuck is weirdly obsessed with one brother shooting the other, what could cause
that at this point? (I have ideas.)
How do we feel about the treatment of Eileen in “The Trap”?
Other questions/loose ends?

